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places it survives at the present day. The administrative
method was to find work for the unemployed, or exert
pressure upon employers not to turn their men adrift but to
keep them at work. " Those who had gained in profitable
times ", the Privy Council admonished capitalist producers,
" must now be content to lose for the public good until the
decay of trade was remedied ". One of the most memorable
depressions in English history lasted several years (1620-
1624), when the export trade in cloth declined by one-third
and unemployment was widespread. A royal commission
was set up in 1622—the first of its kind to make a detailed
investigation of the causes of unemployment. Its compre-
hensive report presents a contemporary analysis of a pheno-
menon destined to become a recurring feature of England's
economic development.
The third restriction laid on industrial entrepreneurs was Technical
the obligation to employ trained labour. By making tech-tmmm^
nical training on the basis of apprenticeship compulsory for
all engaged in industry, the State supported the claim of
qualified workmen to be protected against cheap labour, and
the claim of consumers to be protected against unskilled
workmanship—but a check was imposed on capitalism since
it curtailed the supply of labour. The Statute of Apprentices,
which invested apprenticeship with general legal sanction,
remained on the statute-book for two and a half centuries
(1563-1814). Its observance was primarily a matter of local
custom, and there was an infinite variety of practices in
different parts of the country.
The economic functions of the State were not confined standard-
to regulating the conditions of labour in relation to wages, *
employment and training: they also embraced the sphere
of production by prescribing the technical processes of
manufacture. The minutest rules were framed respecting
the nature of the materials, the use of mechanical appliances
and the form of the finished products. Every branch of
industry was in some degree brought under control, though
the one chiefly affected by national regulation was the
woollen manufacture—the favourite child of the legislature
which lavished upon it unremitting care and attention.

